
CCAC 2021 Proposed Bow Divisions OPTION 1 

 
Senior Divisions – (Separate competition for Male and Female Archers) 

Compound Adjustable (CA) OR Compound Target (CT) 

Any compound bow that uses a sight (rangefinder sights to be prohibited) that is readily adjustable. It may or may 
not have a magnifying lens or scope. No limit on stabilisers or weights. 80 pound draw limit. Shot from the orange 
peg, maximum distance is 40m  

Compound Fixed (CF) OR Compound Hunter (CH) 

Any compound bow with or without a fixed/multi-pinned sight. No magnifying lenses to be used. Limit of one 
Stabiliser and sidebar, with a maximum of a 12 inch radius from where the stabiliser/sidebar attaches. No pins set 
further than 50m. Bare bow compound can also be shot is this division. 80 pound draw limit. Shot from the yellow 
peg, maximum distance of 35m.  

Recurve Open (RO) OR Single-String Open (SO)maybe split into recurve unaided and recurve sighted 

Any non-wheeled /multi-stringed bow, including; Olympic Recurve, Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow, made from any 
materials. Arrows may be made from any materials. Finger or face walking IS permitted in this division. Must be shot 
with a bare fingers, glove or finger tab. 80 pound draw limit. Shot from the white peg, maximum distance of 28m.  

Note: Sighted recurves are permitted in this division but must be shot from the yellow peg, with a maximum 
distance of 35m.  

Recurve/Longbow (RL) modern 

Any Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow, made from any materials (no Olympic Recurves). Arrows may be made from any 
materials. Finger or face walking is NOT permitted in this division. There should not be any markings on the bow or 
the bow string that could be construed as sight markings. Must be shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger tab. 80 
pound draw limit. Shot from the white peg, maximum distance of 28m.  

Traditional (TR) 

Any Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow, made from mostly wood or natural materials, (no Olympic Recurves). Arrow shafts 
must be made from wood and must have feather fletching. Finger or face walking is NOT permitted in this division. 
There should not be any markings on the bow or the bow string that could be construed as sight markings. Must be 
shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger tab, from “off the shelf” or off the hand, (no additional arrow rest or plunger 
buttons to be used). 80 pound draw limit. Shot from the white peg, maximum distance of 28m.  

 

 

Juniors and Cubs – (Separate competition for Male & Female Archers and Cubs & Juniors) 

Compound (CO) children under 12 must have their arrows carried by an adult 

Any compound bow with or without a sight, with no limits to the sight. No limits to stabilisers or weights. Sighted 
Olympic recurves can be used in this division. Shot from the red peg, maximum distance of 15m 

Recurve/Longbow (RL) children under 12 must have their arrows carried by an adult 

Any Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow. Arrows may be made from any materials. There should not be any markings on the 
bow or the bow string that could be construed as sight markings. Must be shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger 
tab. Shot from the red peg maximum distance of 15m. 



CCAC 2021 Proposed Bow Divisions OPTION 2 
Senior Divisions – Separate competition for Male and Female Archers, (Except OD) 

Open Division (OD) 

Any bow that uses any sight or is shot bare bow. Shot by a male or female archers. It may or may not have a 
magnifying lens or scope, however, rangefinder sights are prohibited. Maximum bow draw weight of 80 pounds. No 
limit to pins or cross hairs. No limit on stabilisers or weights. No limit to the release. Shot from the orange peg, 
maximum distance is 40m 

Compound Hunter (CH) Limited Compound (LC) 

Any compound bow with or without a fixed/multi-pinned sight. No magnifying lenses or adjustable sights to be used. 
Limit of one Stabiliser and sidebar, with a maximum of a 12 inch radius from where the stabiliser/sidebar attaches, 
unweighted vibration dampeners are not considered to be stabilisers. No pins set further than 50m. Maximum bow 
draw weight of 80 pounds. Arrows must have screw in points and have at least 3 feathers or vanes. Bare bow 
compound can also be shot in this division. Shot from the yellow peg, maximum distance of 35m. 

Recurve Open (RO) Single-String Open (SO)  Olympic Recurve (OR) Recurve Unlimited (RU) 

Any non-wheeled /multi-stringed bow, including; Olympic Recurve, Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow, made from any 
materials. Arrows may be made from any materials. Finger or face walking IS permitted in this division. Maximum 
bow poundage of 80 pounds. Must be shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger tab. Shot from the white peg, 
maximum distance of 28m.  

Note: Sighted recurves are permitted in this division but must be shot from the yellow peg, with a maximum distance 
of 35m. 

Recurve/Longbow (RL) Modern Recurve (MR) 

This division is for Recurve, Asiatic or Longbows, made from mostly wood/ any materials, however, no Olympic 
Recurves are permitted in this division. Bow limbs must have a timber core. Arrows may be made from any 
materials. Finger or face walking is NOT permitted in this division. There should not be any markings on the bow or 
the bow string that could be construed as sight markings. Maximum bow poundage of 80 pounds. Must be shot with 
a bare fingers, glove or finger tab. Shot from the white peg, maximum distance of 28m. 

Traditional (TR)  All Traditional (AT) 

This division is for Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow, made from mostly wood or natural materials, (no Olympic Recurves). 
Arrow shafts must be made from wood and must have feather fletching. Finger or face walking is NOT permitted in 
this division. There should not be any markings on the bow or the bow string that could be construed as sight 
markings. Must be shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger tab, from “off the shelf” or off the hand, (no additional 
arrow rest or plunger buttons to be used) Maximum bow poundage of 80 pounds.. Shot from the white peg, 
maximum distance of 28m. 

Juniors and Cubs – (Separate competition for Male & Female Archers and Cubs & Juniors) 

Compound (CO) children under 12 must have their arrows carried by an adult 

Any compound bow with or without a sight, with no limits to the sight. No limits to stabilisers or weights. Sighted 
Olympic recurves can be used in this division. Cubs shoot from the red peg, maximum distance of 15m. Juniors shoot 
from white peg, maximum 28m. 

Recurve/Longbow (RL) children under 12 must have their arrows carried by an adult 

Any Recurve, Asiatic or Longbow. Arrows may be made from any materials. There should not be any markings on the 
bow or the bow string that could be construed as sight markings. Must be shot with a bare fingers, glove or finger 
tab. Shot from the red peg maximum distance of 15m. 


